ABSTRACT
Mobile agent is a software program comprising of decision making code and data that have the potential to migrate from one node to another node in a network. A mobile agent works on behalf of the owner who created it. Mobile agent operates in a distributed environment in which agents with specific functionalities roam in the network to execute a task in the target hosts. Mobile agent systems are more efficient compared to client server architecture, because they help in reducing network traffic to a larger extent. Mobile agents being vulnerable to various threats and attacks on the network are a major concern in this system. In a non trusted environment, care should be taken to protect the mobile agent from getting tampered. Existing work on mobile agent systems with different mechanisms doesn’t provide complete security. In this paper a trust model is proposed with code obfuscation and frequent monitoring of mobile agents using locator mechanism along with data encryption which helps in protecting the data and code which agent carries, thus providing an additional layer of security.
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1. INTRODUCTION
An agent is a software program that assists people and acts on behalf. They function by allowing people to delegate work to them. Agents are self-governing pieces of software capable of acting autonomously in response to input from their environment. To be described as ‘intelligent’, software agents should also have the ability of acting autonomously that is without direct human interaction, be flexible and adaptive, and in a distributed system, be able to communicate with other agents. A mobile agent is a particular class of agent with the ability during execution to migrate from one host to another where it can resume its execution. It has been suggested that mobile agent technology, amongst others, can help to reduce network traffic and to overcome network latencies. An agent’s ability to move does however introduce significant security concerns.

Security attack refers to any action that compromises the security of information owned by an organization. Possible security attacks are Passive Attacks that include Release of message contents and Traffic analysis where as Active attacks include Masquerade, Replay, Modification of messages, Denial of service, etc. Strong policies must be enforced to protect the data and code which agent carries, thus providing an additional layer of security.

2. SECURITY ISSUES IN AGENT
2.1. Malicious Agent
It is an intruders program or software that functions with a purpose to attack the itinerary host or another genuine agent. It can pose a severe risk to the genuine agents and the hosts serving a platform to the mobile agent. Hence care should be taken about the hosts on which malicious agents are executing because they are vulnerable to many more security issues. Some of the malicious agent programs can be interpreted as virus, worms or spying agents.

2.2. Malicious Host
When an agent moves from one host to another host in the network to perform its task, there can be some hosts who try to hinder the integrity, functionality and confidentiality of the agent in order to benefit themselves in some way. For example they can change the agent data and code with intent to do some malicious task on its behalf and as agent moves to other hosts it harm the reputation of the agent owner or to harm the other hosts in some way. Also a malicious host may try to gain unauthorized access of information or data that belongs to an agent thus confidentiality is under breach. The task of protecting a mobile agent from a malicious host rather than protecting a host from a malicious mobile agent is very difficult.

3. RELATED WORK
Early work in mobile agent security centered on policy management and malicious code protection based on credentials [24]. Distributed policy tools for mobile agents are developed in [25]. Zwierko and Kotulska [23] categorized the threats in agent system into four groups: an agent attacking an agent platform, an agent platform attacking agent, an agent attacking another agent on the agent platform and other attacks. The use of mobile agent raises a number of security issues. The communication medium is not secured and due to which variety of attacks can be conceived. For example, eavesdropping on network traffic and agents activities observation by the unauthorized users may occur. In a worst case scenario, active intruder may modify the code, data or state of an agent in the traffic [20]. Shilpa Budhkar, Anshita Mishra, Ferdous A. Barbhuiya, Sukumar Nandi [27] in their paper “Security in Mobile Agent Systems with Locator Mechanism” have highlighted a hierarchical way of encrypting agents and provided a good locator mechanism to deal with major security threats. Collberg, Thompson and Low [16] have shown some classification of obfuscation technique. Parul Ahuja, Vivek Sharma [33] in their paper “A Review on Mobile Agent Security” have highlighted various security issues in mobile agents. Dave Singel ee, Bart Preneel [32] in their article “Secure e-commerce using mobile agents on untrusted hosts” have highlighted how mobile agents can
gather information, protect the gathered information against unauthorized hosts, and how they can digitally sign transactions in an untrusted environment. Hyungjick Lee, Jim Alves-Foss and Scott Harrison [34] in their paper “The Use of Encrypted Functions for Mobile Agent Security” have emphasized on various encryption techniques and proved that their approach provides a practical idea for implementing mobile cryptography by suggesting a hybrid method that mixes a function composition technique and a homomorphic encryption scheme that they have found well secured. Elhum (Elhum et al., 2008) [24] has presented a new model for Aglet security based on existing Aglets architecture. M. Vigilson Prem S. Swamy nathan paper [30] “Securing Mobile Agent and its Platform from Passive Attack of Malicious Mobile Agents” This paper provides an environment that protects the legitimate mobile agent from the malicious mobile agent that performs passive attacks like eavesdropping.

Several protocols have been proposed for the protection of mobile agent, its execution and its itinerary. Ilharal et al. proposed a dynamic protection architecture for mobile agent system [10], using travel diary protection scheme and platform registry. The scheme protects and allows mobile agents to roam freely in open networks environment without being compromised by an unauthorized malicious hosts. Though the data is protected from hosts, the code is vulnerable to attack by other malicious agents residing in the host. The key management scheme [11] provides a way to authenticate code and secure data by obtaining necessary cryptographic keys through web services which act as a trusted third party. This mechanism does not support dynamic itinerary in which hosts are discovered at run time. Nisha et al. presented a security solution [8] that protects both the mobile agent itself and the host resources that encrypt the data before passing it to mobile agent and decrypt it on the visited host sides. The method of “computing with encryption function” has been used. It solves the problem of malicious host that can harm mobile agent or the information it contains. A novel secure-image mechanism [9] is presented that protects agents against unauthorized non genuine malicious hosts. The aim is to protect mobile agent by using the symmetric encryption and hash function in cryptography science to face the eavesdropping and alteration attacks. It is must here to have knowledge of unauthorized host in advance and for every visit to non trust host, additional overhead exists in requesting the secure image generator. The problem of keeping sensitive data and algorithms contained in a mobile agent from discovery and exploitation by a malicious host is overcome by providing distributed security protocol for multi agent environments [10]. The security is guaranteed for one to one communication between client and server through multi agents and so not suitable for free-roaming mobile agent. Further, the code and data is secured and not the itinerary.

4. PROPOSED SYSTEM

4.1 System Design

The proposed system comprises of zones comprising of hosts that are responsible for communication and agent migration, we also have a zone controller who coordinates and is responsible for the overall activities in the zone, apart from the zone controller we have an agent tracker or agent locator that helps locating the location of the agent, in our proposed system with the agent tracking privilege we are able to locate the agent on which host it is executing. In a non trusted network there are many security issues to be addressed. In this proposed model the agent is allowed to migrate from one node to another node to reach a particular destination, during the hops the agent is appended with the message digest required for authentication process next the data is encrypted using asymmetric encryption if the agent is migrated from one host to another host in the same zone or from one host in one zone to another host in another zone later to provide an additional layer of security the agent itself migrating is in obfuscated format. Data encryption with message digest helps agent to thrive safely in the network. As the agent moves to a new host it first authenticates itself hence during the process of authentication the message digest for the data that the agent is carrying is computed and comparison is made to check whether the data is not tampered.

4.2 Host to Zone Controller Communication

The entire process of the agent migrating from host to zone controller can be seen in Figure1. In Figure 1 we can observe how an agent carries data from one host to the zone controller in that the host calculates the message digest using SHA-1 in first step next it appends the message digest with the message to be sent later encrypts the message digest + message with the private key shared among the host and the zone controller, next the encrypted data is given to the agent. Now the agent receives a certificate form DSS for authentication purpose later itself gets obfuscated to provide an additional layer of security. After reaching the zone controller the obfuscated code is interpreted in a usual manner as code obfuscation is not encryption rather it is a way of replacing some of the identifiers by some meaningless names, because reverse engineering of your java applications by unfair competition or malicious hackers may result in highly disagreeable exposure of your algorithms and ideas, proprietary data formats, licensing and security mechanisms, and, most importantly, your customer's data. More about obfuscation is discussed in next section. Upon reception of the mobile agent the encrypted data that it is carrying is decrypted to get the message and the message digest appended to the message. Now the received message is applied to SHA-1 again at the receiving end and comparison is done on the newly computed message digest and the sent message digest, if comparison function returns false then a signal is sent to the agent locator specifying that the data is no more genuine and is useless.

4.3 Host to Host Communication

The entire process of the agent migrating from host to another host can be seen in Figure2. In this figure we can observe that first the host computes the message digest(using SHA-1) and then concatenates the message and message digest later encrypts the concatenated data and gives it to the agent, next the agent upon receiving DSS certificate obfuscates itself and migrates to the destined host. The only difference here is instead of using private key encryption we are using public key encryption where the message digest is encrypted using the sender's private key (Kpu) and at the receiving end decrypted using senders public key (Kpd).
As mentioned in our proposed model we rely on the locator mechanism i.e we maintain a dedicated server that is responsible for locating the agents which helps in keeping track of the agent and its status. If during authentication it is found that the data that agent carrying is not tampered then a positive signal is sent to the server stating the agent’s safe status else a negative signal is sent to the server. After receiving a positive signal the server directs the agent to move to the next hop, else the server with the centralized control will dispose or kill the agent and sends another agent to finish the objective. As the server knows at which host the agent was tampered hence the newly created agent directly moves to that host and move further instead of beginning from the owner host who had created the first agent for performing the task. The entire process of agent getting created and registration with the zone controller and agent being tracked by the locator mechanism can be depicted through the Figure 3. As you can see from the figure a node responsible for agent creation first registers the agent to the zone controller and upon the direction from the zone controller the agent locator starts keeping track about the ip addresses that the agent is going to visit in order to reach a particular destination.

Steps below specify the entire process depicted in Fig 3

1. Agent Creation in zone A
2. Agent Registration and getting keys from the zone controller for encryption
3. Agent encrypts the data and migrates to the next node [Details of encryption for host to zone controller and host to host is specified in section 3.2 and section 3.3]
4. If the agent finds that the next hop is next zone then it first with the direction from the current zone controller gets a DSS certificate for authentication purpose, the zone controller appends information about the home agent locator and to which zone the agent belongs to the migrating agent
5. Next the agent migrates to the next zone to register itself to the next zone controller in the mean while the agent always keeps sending its status information to the home agent locator
6. Now the agent being in zone B authenticates itself and registers itself with the zone controller and the zone controller directs the agent locator in this zone to keep track of the agent
7. Next is wherever the agent migrates in the remote zone, the remote zone controller in coordination with the remote agent locator will always keep track of the agent and periodically send the status signal to the home agent locator

5. OBFUSCATION
Protection of the agent itself on remote host: Obfuscation is an approach in which code is transformed or messed up in such a way, it becomes hard to understand, but performs the same function as the original program. Collberg, Thomporson and Low [16] have shown some classification of obfuscation technique. Here according to Collberg, Thomporson and Low the obfuscation can fall into few categories, these are:

5.1. Layout Transformation
It is a transformation with low potency as there is very little semantic formatting is done. So no great confusion is created. Scrambling of identifiers name is a way to do free transformation of this type.

5.2. Control Transformation
Control transformation randomizes the order in which computation are supposed to carry out. It may insert new code or dead code or make algorithmic changes to the source application.
In e-commerce, a mobile agent usually visits several hosts gathering information about the goods required for purchase. After collecting offers from these seller hosts, the agent is meant to take a decision as to which seller to choose the agent usually is equipped with a decision making algorithm. After which the agent can use such data as credit card details, e-coins to purchase the goods. If the decision making code is executed on a seller host, the host gets complete access to the code and can completely understand the decision making process of the agent and thus change its offer in order to influence the agents decision such that it is made to choose the malicious seller host for the transaction. Thus, it is important that code confidentiality prevents code inspection. The simplest mechanism to provide agent code confidentiality would be to allow mobile agent to migrate to known and trusted hosts only. Thus, agents are sent in encrypted form from host to host and are executed only after authentication of the hosts. However, mobile cryptography is expensive. Basically, this approach is based on homomorphic encryption.
scheme and it is very hard to find those schemes for building mobile encryption function. Furthermore those functions can support only restricted execution. Code obfuscation, is a much more practical approach to providing code confidentiality. Code obfuscation, tries to make the agent’s program illegible and data hidden; thus difficult to understand and manipulate.

6. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
In this paper, an architecture is proposed to provide a potential scheme of providing authentication, confidentiality, integrity and reliability to the mobile agents. The proposal is scalable as the zonal domain provides hierarchy and control for deployment of mobile agents over larger coverage of area. The proposed scheme tries to capture the issues in a way to secure the propagation of mobile agent in both inter and intra zone mobility. With the additional security through agent obfuscation this framework can be extended to provide security from malicious agents and hosts in the existing circumstances of new threats emerging in the networking scenario. As there is no generic solution to all the attacks on mobile agents, using this model we will measure performance against particular application or domain and will analyze it in different domains of application as future work.
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